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Self-evaluation Test
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Will Hurt . . . and Help !

       hurt

       help 

 This test will  if you take it honestly.

This test will if you use it as an    
        evaluation tool (as it is intended to be).

 



Does your Cut Planner go on leave  sometimes?

When he/she does go on leave, does it have an impact on Order 
execution time?

 Is    there   a   possibility   of   his/her   leaving     
 the Organization sometime?

When he/she leaves, will it hurt?

Will he/she walk away with the knowledge and skills?

Does  your  Organization  have mechanisms to translate 
Individual Knowledge to Organizational Knowledge?

                                                                                                

 
 
 

 

 
Self-evaluation 1 
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enalbling soft goods business globally

Your Benefit 1 

                           Deskills Cut Planning   

You  no  longer  need  to  depend  on 
your  skilled  Cut  Planner. 

REACH  Cut  Planner effectively transfers     
the    skills    from      an individual to your Organization.

Safeguards against employee turnover.
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Self-evaluation 2

Do you believe you could have improved your 
net profit last year with better process control?

Do you realize that 60-80% of your apparel 
manufacturing cost is fabric cost?

Do you have a system to control processes in 
the Cutting Room?

Do you think you could save fabric by better 
process control in the Cutting Room?
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Your Benefit 2
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Significant  fabric  savings by reducing 
end-of-roll losses. 

End losses can typically be significant. 
 
Consider this:

An  average   loss  of 90cm  per end 
bit on an average  roll  length of 60m amounts 
to   1.5% fabric loss.



Self-evaluation 3

Do your Orders go late?

It is possible that delays in the Cutting Room also 
contributed to the Orders being shipped late?

How big is the 'true' loss  when an Order is delayed (Take 
into account both Qualitative and Quantitative losses  
credibility, shaken customer loyalty, possible switching of 
customer to another supplier, marked down pricing, 
airlifting the shipment etc. ) ?
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Your Benefit 3

Gives you greater control of the processes 
in Cutting Room.



Self-evaluation 4

S  M   L  XL

128 164 247 103

Marker1    S+M+L+XL                  103

Marker2     2M+2L                          30

Marker3     S+4L                              21

Marker4      4S+M                              1

Do you realize that no Automated Nesting/Marker 
Planning software gives you the maximum possible 
efficiency?
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Identifies   the    Markers  that are critical to 
overall fabric savings in the Cutting Room.
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Your Benefit 4



Self-evaluation 5

Have you ever done a fabric consumption audit?

Do you realize you can ensure better adherence to fabric 
saving procedures if you monitor the practices in the 
Cutting Room?

Do you realize that a comparative analysis  of actual 
consumption and planned consumption of fabric will 
enable you to get a true picture of the profitability of 
each Order?
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Fabric   Reconciliation   module captures  and  
analyzes  data on actual fabric  usage  and  
compares this   with    calculated,      expected 
fabric usage, thus essentially laying the basis 
for building operationally excellent  practices  
in  the Cutting Room.     
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Your Benefit 5



Info@reach-tech.com

49, First Main, Third Phase, JP Nagar,
Bangalore - 560 078
Tel  : +91-80-65996111/112/113
Fax : +91-80-26585744
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 Call Us / Mail Us TODAY 

 
for a 

 
Demo / Discussion 

On 
 
 

           How to Increase Your Profits 
 
   How to Ship Your Orders on Time 
 
   How to Win New Customers 

 
 

 
             Using 

REACH Cut Planner  
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